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80% nationally 

     81% at a state level 

76% at a neighborhood level 
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51% Occasionally heard gunshots 

22% Frequently heard gunshots 

22% A beating (witnessed) 

20% Damages to private property or belongings 

8% A shooting 

6% Threatened 

4% A beating (experienced) 

3% Taken cover in a shooting 

4% Suffered severe injuries , kidnapping, torture, or has paid for protection 
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… Continue with 
the war against 
drug lords 67% 

… Negotiate or 
reach a deal 

27% 
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46%  
Drug lords could 

disturb 
democracy 

44%  
Drug lords could 

not disturb 
democracy 
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 Somewhat to a lot/ Little to nothing 

Universities              
81%           17% 

Army                           
77%           23% 

Church                              
76%          23% 

Mass Media 
65%          35% 

Federal Police                
49%          50% 

Businessmen                    
49%          48% 

Local Police               
36%          63% 

Political 
parties        

33%          66% 
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49% Reduce 
poverty and 

unemployment 

37% Use 
military and 
police force 

13% Negotiate 
with drug lords 
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33%  
somewhat to 

very 
interested 

67%  little or 
not 

interested 
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19%  are 
trustworthy 

69%   
are not 

trustworthy 
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People help each 
other more or 

less vs a year ago 
54% Less 31% The   

same 14% More 
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50% Lack of 
safety 

29% Economic 
situation does 

not allow it 

15% Lack of 
communication 
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9% Yes 

90% No 

Actively participates in 
some NGO 
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37% 
Religious 

institutions 
36% Parents 
or teachers 

associations 

14% Sports 
groups 

12% Social 
volunteering 

8% Internet 
related 
groups 

7% Culture 
groups 

7% Health 
committees 
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